Irish b a n k clerks have been oil strike for several months. The b a n k s refuse to pay for lost wages.

BANKERS' OBSTINACY
HITS
SMALL
IRISH
DEMOCRAT BUSINESSMEN

XMASBOOKS
NEXT MONTH
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Smullen case this month
Committee

will

review

others

JpHE appeal of Eamon Smullen and Gerry Doherty who were
sentenced to imprisonment in connection with alleged conspiracy to procure arms from a Huddersfield dealer, will be heard
during the month of October.
Since the disturbances took place
The Connolly Association Is setin Belfast a number of Irishmen ting up a committee to aitvlse Its
have been accused of offences in Standing Committee on how to try
connection with arms, and while
some admitted the offences, or at to gat sentences reduced and conleast refrained from appealing, ditions of prisoners Improved. The
others have strongly protested their first meeting of the committee will
innocence.
fie"on October 6th, and admission
While cases are sub-judice, that wlH be by invitation only.
r

is to say, under consideration or
waiting to be heard, comment involves the danger of "contempt of
court." By the same token anything which tends to heighten any
political atmosphere surrounding
the case, while it may be justifiable
under special circumstances, In
general dees not help the accused.
Now that there is a somewhat
calmer atmosphere in the six counties, despite the fact; that t h e
political ptmatb at the area have
not been solved, it may be that
the Home Secretary will use his
discretion to reduce the sentences
gf prisoners who have not appealed
or who have lost their appeals.

workers

THE Bank Strike still drags on. Who is to blame?
The crux is over compensation for lost earnings during the
period of the stoppage, and on this point the banks refuse to budge.

The result ? Untold inconvenience to the Irish public.
If you are paid by cheque you can't get your wages, as there is no bank to cash
the cheque.

If you wander round Dublin
What do you do then ? You
try to find some small business- you will find notices outside
man or publican to do it, or shops saying "cheque-books for
you put it away and issue your sale" at a charge of say 5/-.
own cheques which those you
But soon the cheque-books
pay with them can't cash.

" I F you remove the English army tomor1
row and hoist the gram Hag over
Dublin Cattle, unless yon tat about the
organisation of the SoolaHst ilagublle your
efforts would be In vain,
still rule yots. She wouM i
her oayttnHKi, through
through herflnantftere,through the whole
array of commercial and individualist
institutions she has planted in this
country."

ORANGE AND
OTHERWISE

methods, to give them a taste of
their own medicine?
Of course It is admitted by most
Arab liberation movements, including other guerillas, that the taking
of hostages does not really help.
It is a gesture of desperation.
But it does highlight the need
for those who can solve the probconnection with the wave of hi- lems of the Near East to do so.
jacking, the taking of aeroplanes For 20 years the Palestine refugees
and hostages, coincides with the have been waiting whilst the world
intensification of Israeli aggression talked. Is It surprising that they
against the Arab peoples. They feel like taking action, whether it
will have noticed that the way the is perfectly attuned to circumPress and radio treats the situation stances or not?
The British Government should
depends on who is the hi-Jacker
quit stalling. It should help to get
and whom is hi-Jacked.
talks moving again, whether
Hie goodies are always pro- peace
under the U.N.O., the Americans or
imperialist
The baddies are always for na- the Pour-Power conference.
tional liberation. '
can be concluded, and
The hl-Jackers are variously des- "PEACE
' should be concluded, on the
cribed as thugs, criminals, gang- basis
the withdrawal of Israeli
sters, murderers, terrorists and troops ofback
into Israel, and the
war-mongers.
recognition
of
all states In the
As far as the American and region to exist and
enjoy security.
British imperialists go the Hiro- This has been conceded
by the
shima and Nagasaki massacres Arabs but It is not good ' enough
were acts of high morality.
for the present Israeli Government,
There was no sentimental squeal which is, of course, dominated by
then about women and children.
' American monopolies.
It was argued that the slaughter
peace has been concluded
was necessary for the defeat of It When
will
be
to solve the probJapan. In other words that the lem of thepossible
Arab refugees driven out
end Justifies the means.
of Palestine, and the difficult quesTjyHO taught the hl-Jackers to t i o n of access to waterways by all
think likewise? Who drove who need It
the men to despair and desperation
In other words, the way to stop
till they could see no way out but hi-jacking Is to give people nothing
to a d o p t imperialism's own to hi-jack about.

J^HE world is talking about
by
hi-jacking. And once again
British imperialists set the patPAT DEVINE
tern, the plan and strategy for
oppression the world over.
let us consider some other
Hi-jacking? Bernadette Dev- "VTOW
hi-jacking.
lin was hi-jacked—by Orange Observant readers will have noimperialists.
ticed during the past weeks, In

She was a young girl imbued with
hatred against the oppressors of
her country and people.
A socialist—though maybe some
of her ideas were not fully rounded
out.
To the consternation of imperialism, and the surprise of many
of her friends, she was elected to
Parliament for her local constituency.
She was young, a -girl, a student,
attractive, with a lovely name that
would appeal to all the Irish.
At the height of her popularity
and just aa the British Parliament
was assembling to discuss among
other things-the problems of the
six counties, she was arrested She
has loet an appeal which many
ifgal experts without knowledge of
Northern Ireland "Justice" thought
she was bound to win.
And she prepared to give herself
up, and to speak to the meeting
that had been prepared for her,
with police agreement, her car was
diverted, despite promises to the
contrary, and she was hl-jaoked
into prison.
Imperialism considered her a
menace. She had to be hl-jacked.

Let them pay their

(EonnoU? on tbe JSanfcs

HI-JACKERS
r

BANKS HAVE PLENTY OF MONEY

r

(which are printed by the
banks) will be running out. A
cheque is, of course, legal
whether printed by a bank or
not provided it complies with
certain conditions and duty is
paid.
So soon there may be a lucraPROTEST AT
tive trade in printing cheque
books, and what if people who
CRIMINAL
have no bank account issue
them?
JUSTICE ACT
Meanwhile, cheques are being
used
as currency, and they are
rHE following statement was now signed
on the baek along
issued by Belfast N.I.C.R.A. the narrow edge,
so that a row

A

Frank G o ^ v " ^ h U ^ f ^ t u r e s ,
a petition,
of ^ e A S t i o n . ^ o ^ S M
affbted below as they
abuse he had from Crown
NEST EGG
Forces.
i n

The Civil Rights Association must
protest against the Criminal Justice
Act and the method in which it is
being implemented.
Numbers of people have been
sentenced to six months prison
sentences for very trivial offences.
Pilling prisons is not the way to
end the present disturbances in the
North or Ireland. Only a full implementation of the reform programme, and the granting of the
remainder of the reforms, including
the abolition of the Special Powers
Act will defuse the situation.
This can best be achieved by the
Westminster Government amending the Government of Ireland Act
to include a Bill of Rights, which
would give us British standards of
democracy.
We must protest that the Criminal Justice Act is able to over-ride
all legislation protecting the young
offender. Recently we had the
shocking spectacle of juveniles receiving a mandatory six months
sentence; children should be tried
in their own courts, and not be
subject to this Act.
We must strongly protest at the
six months sentence imposed on the
vice-chairman of the Civil Rights
Association. Frank Gog arty. Mr.
Gogarty has always considered It
his duty to go to trouble areas, and
do his best to de-escalate trouble.
The usefulness of Civil Rights
leaders In this role has been recognised by the Army In the past It
is scandalous that a man such as
Mr. Gogarty should have received
a six months sentence, against the
wishes of the magistrate for a "display of bad manners," after considerable provocation.
The Civil Rights Association demands that this Act be removed
from the Statute Book forthwith.

If the strike goes on six
crossed postal
(which count as cheques) will
be out of date* and the Government will be under no obligation to pay out on them.

months,

Nice little nest-egg for the
Finance Minister!
And what about people
abroad who receive cheques
from Ireland ? The "Irish
Democrat" has quite a few of
these, a fact which contributes
to its difficulties. It is said
that I.C.I., the giant chemical
industry, has £6,000,000 in Irish
cheques, and can't get a penny
of it. It is payment for fertilisers. Now they are threatening to stop sending the goods
unless the Government acts.
The situation underlines t h e
general decline of responsibility
(Continued on Pag* Four)

OUR

FUND

irpHE level of donations to our
fund has dropped off again,
and we hope that after the holidays it will improve. For we need
£50 a month to be sure of meeting
all our commitments.
Our thanks to: F. J. Kindley 10e..
J. Kenely £2 4a 6d„ G. Hutchlns
2s. 6d„ T. & G. Shields £5, T. UcNally 2s., Northampton Reader 10s..
Bill (Hammersmith) 10s., Terry
Kennedy £1, Bean Meshsn £1. Bunley Site C.P. £5. Peter Forrest
£1 2s., M. Guinan £4 14s., M. Brennan £2. Total £33 Us. (XL
•x

DESMOND GREAVES (Editor "Irish
speaks at the QREEN MAN. James End
8 p.m. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7th

SEE NEWS ITEM PAGE TWO
)
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JOE WHELAN'S THREE PRECIOUS MINUTES
Ho pointed out the expio-ive
Ri»l;t- \uh !>• 'Xpl.'Uii I ui in m'.
oi.nines.
.Mr Ke' who l- .'iiii.l ye,.;indent ef m - i i a g . . a Trinity Col-e. Dub i. una .i Brlfa.-t man.
r;<w an account of the reforms so
fur achieved and for the need of
li Bill of Riuhts.
He attacked tsc shortsightedness
of those who wartfcgd to confuse the
Civil Rights issue with the constitutional issue by calling for "direct
rule" from Westminster, that is to
say the fusion of the six counties
with England.
Mr. Desmond Greaves, editor of
the "Irish Democrat," called for a
socialist policy on Ireland—the recognition of Ireland's right to unity
and independence.
It was the absence of this basic
recognition by Britain that was the
cause of the problem in Northern
Ireland, not some mysterious inadequacy of the Irish people.
f 1WO days later the Irish question
was reached on the report in
the Conference Hall.
The report contained the following paragraph:
"In August (1969) the General
Council approved a statement expressing sympathy with the
people of Northern Ireland, confronted as they were with disorder
and violence, and congratulating
the Northern Ireland Committee
of the Irish Congress of Trade
Unions and all trade unionists

Forthcoming meetings
NORTHAMPTON L
MEETING TO
BE RfPEATED

ONDON:

,QWING to the fact that confirmatory letters crossed in
the post, there was a mix-up
over the meeting planned for
Northampton on Thursday and
Friday, September 10th and
11th.
The result was that a group
of Irishmen assembled in the
Saracen's Head on the Thursday and nobody came to speak
to them, and on the Friday a
smaller group awaited Desmond
Greaves and Dalton Kelly when
they arrived on the Friday.
Among this group was Domhnall Mac Amhlaigh, the wellknown Gaelic writer.
The confusion was due to a
misunderstanding that was nobody's fault, but another meeting has been arranged for
October 7th, a Wednesday
night, and the Connolly Association apologises to all who
were disappointed last time.

Every

Wednesday.

Central London Branch at 283
Grays Inn Road. Every Thursday,
South London Branch at Jeffreys
Library, Stockwell.
BLACKPOOL (M.C.F.): Conference meeting on Colonial Question.
Martin Guirran (C.A.) and Arthur
Latham, MtP., on Irish Question.
LONDON: wood Green C.P., September 29th, Room 4, 8 p.m., at
Woodside House, High Road, Wood
Green, N.22. Pat Hensey (C.A.) on
Civil Rights.
LONDON: Islington Y.C.L. Place
to be announced. Peter Mulligan
on The Situation in Ireland.
MANCHESTER
(C.A.):
Social
Evening, Saturday, October 3rd.
Crown and Anchor, Hilton Street.
Music b y Peggy Hillery and friends.
COVENTRY: October 4th. Coordinating Committee meeting.
NORTHAMPTON: October 7th.
Desmond Greaves at Green Man,
James End, 8 p.m.
CARDIFF: October 11th. Conference at T.C.W.U. Hall, 42 Charles
Street. 2.30 p.m. Chairman, Dai
Francis; Speaker Desmond Greaves.
LONDON:
October 20th. 283
Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.I.
Discussion on the position following
the T.U.C. led by Sean Redmond.

SIX COUNTIES SUNLEYS PASS
TO BE DEBATED
RESOLUTION
FTER
hearing an address from
AT NEWCASTLE A
STUDENTS of Kings College.
^ Newcastle-on-Tyne, have arranged a debate on the six county
position which is to be held on the
evening of Saturday, December
12th.
The former Unionist MP. for
North Down, Mr. George Currie. is
to take the Unionist side, apd the
Connolly Association is offering Mr.
Sean Redmond against him.
The Association has offered two
motions, one calling on the British
Government to pass a Bill of
Bights, ;tnd a second alternative
motion running simply "That in
the opinion of this Hou.se the Northern Ireland Government is a
tyranny."
It is not yet known whether Mr
Currie will be prepared to debate
either of these motions, or will wish
to propose an alternative of his
own.

of the "Irish Democrat," a meeting
of Sunley's workers in a well-fllled
canteen passed a resolution pledging themselves to do everything
possible to win civil rights in the
six counties.
Resolution, which was proposed
by Federation Steward Hugh Cassidy and seconded by Jack Henry,
ran as follows:
"That the building workers of
Sunley's, Horselerry Road, pledge
to do all in their power to assist
the cause of civil rights for all
in Northern Ireland and to
achieve the passing of a Bill of
Rights through the Westminster
Parliament."
The Sunley site was the place
where the workers took the lead
in railing the strikes in July which
greatly influenced the Government's
decision to ban Orange marches in
August.

on ila-.r example "i s :ui..n;\ in
ronunum- their work for pi a <'
and unuerstandint under mo.-:
difficult conditions. The General
Council appealed to all concerned. including the U.K. and
Northern Ireland governments, to
take action to promote a return
to order in Northern Ireland and
to. deal effectively with the evident political and social needs of
the people of Northern Ireland
as a whole.
"The statement was brought to
the attention of the Home Secretary, the agent of the Northern
Ireland Government in Great
Britain, the Northern Ireland
Committee of the Irish Congress
of Trade Unions, the Irish Transport and General Workers Union,
whose president, vice-president
and national trustee had visited
Congress House in August. The
Northern Ireland Committee of
the I.C.T.U. thanked the General
Council for their helpful statement and support."
1

1

T> Y the time the paragraph was
reached Congress schedule was
running late, and the chairman reduced the time allowed delegates
for speeches from five to three
minutes.
Joe Whelan, of Nottingham, was
first on his feet and reached the
rostrum with a prepared speech
timed to last the full five minutes.

situation m the six counties, which
he showed was a result o! 'lie
unsatisfactory nature of the
Government of Ireland Act 19-0.
The peaceful solution was another
Act of the Westminster Parliament
to correct the defieipneies in the
old one. By this lnluns a Bill of
Rights which
make civil
liberties part of the constitution of
the six county area.
The position was the result ol
50 years of Tory domination at
Stormont, which was now costing
the British taxpayer £150,000.000 in
subsidies and another £150,000.000
a year in the upkeep of troops.
This money, he argued, could be
better spent on schools, and houses
and hospitals.

A T this point the chairman's
' warning light showed and Mr.
Whelan was compelled to close his
remarks. Another speaker was
howled down when he compared
the English invaders to Nazis. He
was a seaman from Liverpool. And
another seaman got in a few final
words before the subject was
dropped. The previous day Billy
Wallace, of Short & Harland's, had
managed a few words on the level
of unemployment in the six counties.
While nobody was delighted with
the result, many delegates felt that
perhaps the Irish had managed to
get a foot into the door.

FUTURE OF CIVIL RIGHTS
Writer wants to bury the Hying
/")NE John Feeney, writing in frontation policy" alienating the
the Irish, Times, speaks of moderate Protestants now seems
the "Rise and decline of the a mistake and it will take long,
hard work to repair the posiCivil Rights movement."
His attitude to it is that it tion.
has suffered' "de facto collapse." -But it is very wrong to write
Just what it would look like if Civil Rights off. It is no use
it suffered "de jure collapse" trying to bury the living, and
one wonders. The whole tone N.I.C.R.A. is still a major proof his article is to look back on gressive force in the six counsomething that is now passing ties.
away. And one wonders
Its great problem is to rewhether there are people in
high places who would be very establish the working alliance
glad for this kind of attitude with the Protestant progresto be a d o p t e d towards sives, in the working class
movement. This might involve
N.I.C.R.A.
temporary division of labour,
The establishment of the Civil asome
securing a united front on
Rights movement is credited to compelling
to implethe Republican movement. The „ ment the Stormont
existing
reforms,
role of the Trade Unions is not others pressing Westminster
for
mentioned.
the Bill of Rights.
But one value of the backward looking analysis is in pin- The reforms already promised
pointing the role of the so- have been admitted to be necescalled "People's Democracy" sary by the Unionist Governwhose near-Trotskyite policies ment, and surely, therefore, it
made it in Feeney's opinion would be possible to win very
"the vanguard of Catholic wide support for them among
all sections. Whether N.I.C.R.A.
bigotry."
be broad enough to do
Without a doubt when history would
present may be a matter
comes to be written the equi- itforat speculation.
the
vocal role of "People's Demo- Trade Unions may Perhaps
take up this
cracy" will be well understood. task
It was this that unhinged the
unity of the people. Just as
There is a "growing feeling
the Trotskyite students of Paris that the days of political aerotoppled de Gaulle and saved batics are over. What the proGaullism, t h e leftists of gressive people are looking for
"People's Democracy" toppled is a period of relative tranO'Neill and saved Unionism. quility in which the divisions
They then decided to pull out among the people can be healed
of the movement in the split and the unity of all progressive
early this year.
forces be made a reality. Then
The Ultra-left can play into let Unionism beware.
the hands of the extreme right.
If Paisleyism wants to get rid
of the British Army so that the
U.V.F. can have a go at the
"papishes," the ultra-left wants
to withdraw its protection for
"revolutionary" reasons. He
calls the result "People's War."
September 3rd the Coventry
It is good that this is begin- " Branch of Social Justice In
ning to be understood. But for Northern Ireland was adtyessed by
Torley, a prominent looal
the ultra-lefts there might al- TMr.r M ePatUnionist,
aibjert ef
ready be a Progressive Govern- Civ* M g M a s t ront « tthe
e
m
tft* ste
ment in power in the six counMe M t with th»
ties, with the whole way opwi oenntie*
Untonlst
Government's eoorre trite
to progress towards national policy,
and the "mushroom f a o unity. The unthinking "con- tories" which disappear as soon as
i
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The Iriwh ((nesUou at the T . C . C

1,'IfTEEN HUNDRED cop>s "f
of a leaflet (published : i the
September issue of the "Irish
Democrat") appealing to British
trade unionists to support a Bill
of Rights for the six counties,
were distributed to delegates at
the 102nd Trades Union Congress at Brighton.
Members of the Central London
branch of the Connolly Association,
and a group of workers from the
Sunley Building Site in Horseferrv
Road went down to cover ' the
numerous entrances to the conference hall.
Delegates were "lobbied" and the
need for a "Bill of Rights" was
explained to them.
On the evening of Tuesday, September 8th. a meeting was held in
the Royal Albion Hotel which was
attended by about 20 delegates.
In the chair was Dun Laoire man
Joseph Whelan, who is an official
of the National Union of Mineworkers (Nottingham area). Mr.
Whelan spoke in his personal
capacity.
PRINCIPAL speaker was Mr. palton Kelly, overseas information officer of the N.I.C.RA. Mr.
Kelly had flown over from Belfast
to start a tour which will take him
through Scandinavia to the Soviet
Union, and. back through France
and Spain. This is a holiday, but
there is a certainty that Civil

1970

fF at any time during it•> t:
thirty - six years' hi ,
the "Irish Democrat" had h
"converted" to partition, or
indulged in splitting the I
ranks by sowing hatred .<;
suspicion among Irish nai. .
ists, or had gWen comfort • ,
capitalists
or
imperialist•
would never have wanted >
funds. It would have been
of advertisements,
printed •
need be on glossy paper, a* ,
give-away price.
But because it upholds iiv
cause of the Irish people and
the working class in particular
it is dependent on the people
it supports.
Who is that ? ft
is YOU in the pub, YOU on
the job, YOU in the factory,
YOU coming out of Mass, YOU
in the dance-hall.
To keep
YOUR paper going send a
donation to the "Irish Democrat", 283 Grays Inn Road.
London, W.C.I.
1

take-over
foiled
J^HERE
was quite a battle over
the attempt
by the British
firm,
Readymixed
Concrete, to
take over Roadstone,
one of the
biggest firms in Ireland,
and of
construction
industry.
In
merged
stead,
under
Lemass
British
for the

the
event
Roadstone
with
Cement
Ltd. inanother
Irish
company,
former•
Taoiseach
Sean
as chairman,
and the
take-over
was defeated
time
being.

In the past 18 months,
nine
companies
quoted on the Dublin
Stock Exchange have been taken
over, three of them by overseas
interests.
Batchelors
was
acquired
by the British
Oxygen
Company,
Monsell
Mitchell
by
Thomas
Tilling,
and
Autozero,
an Irish
cold storage firm, by
Transport
Development
Group,
a £60 million British
haulage and
storage
company.
The outcry over the Roadstone
affair
has led the
Government
at last to consider
bringing
in
legislation
to control
take-overs
and mergers
in Ireland.
When
the Dail resumes there will be a
Bill allowing
the Government
to
prohibit
or restrict
or break one up if it has already
occurred
and is against the public
interest.

such mergers,

The
irony
is whether
this
would
not conflict
with
the
rules of the Common
Market,
which
the Government
now
seeks to join. The Rome Treaty
forbids
discrimination
against
foreign take-overs
and in favour
of national
ones. The new legislation, if it is passed, might have
to be repealed in a few years if
we join
the Common
Market.
For the E.E.C. is one huge arena
of take-over
bidders
and the
whole
purpose
behind
it is to
help big firms grow
bigger at
the expense
of smaller
ones.
Rules against mergers and take
overs
don't
suit
the
Common
Market people at all.

MacMatius to visit
Coventry
the grants are paid.
A
went

of

Wolverhampton on SepMfc to aeeist in the
e * a W * m n e n t o f t t o Wolverhampton Branch of M M Justloe. " »
akPlnnaii to M r . John White, and
the meetings are held on Thursday
(Continued on Pa«e Seven)
to
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British Labour
and Ireland
J>HE Labour Party will be licking its wounds
at its conference in
Blackpool.
Delegates
will
be asking
not
only how did Labour
lose the
election.
They will
be asking
why the same
thing
happens
again and again.
Here is a party
pledged
to
Socialism.
Yet every
time
it
has been in office, after a few
years it is ignominously
kicked
out, and capitalism
is as strong
as ever.
As far as_ Socialism
in England is concerned,
the
situation
is just the same as if
Labour
had never been in office;
indeed
as if Labour
had never
even
existed.
What's the explanation
? The
explanation
is that
successive
Labour
Prime
Ministers
have
ignored the party's
constitution,
ignored its programme,
and ignored
the instructions
of its
annual conference.
They
have
chosen, and Mr. Wilson
was no
exception,
to regard the banks,
the capitalists,
the civil
servants
at the Treasury,
and the Government
of the United
States,
as their masters,
and not the
people who delegated
them
to
their responsible
and
lucrative
positions.
Now
the leaders
have descended to the infamy
of a bipartisan policy
of entering
the
Common
Market
at
America's
bidding and against
the will of
five-sixths
of
the
population,
who are to be delivered
bound
and gagged
to an
association
which
expressly
forbids
the
establishment
of Socialism
in
any of its constituent
countries.
It is hardly
possible
to
sink
lower than this.
ftUT
there are voices of dissent.
Loud
voices.
The
"Tribune"
group on the Left are
anxious for socialist
policies
on
apartheid, on Vietnam,
on social
and wages.
The trade
unions are pressing
forward
on
the economic
front.
Douglas
Jay is
fighting
the
Common
Market.

services

What is needed is to implement a socialist
policy,
not a
capitalist
policy,
on the
vital
questions that confront
Britain
internally
and externally.
And
that is where the Labour
Party
conference
this year is so important.
The Left is challenging
on all
questions.
But
unfortunately
the Left
has not yet
realised that a socialist
policy
on Ireland
is just a s
important
as
one on Vietnam
or the Near
East.

these

Socialist
"Hhts of

is
uncertainty
a policy
would

teaching

on

the

nations was laid down
'-•verify years ago when the
labour

Purty was still in gestaThe old socialists
declared
the equality
and
self-determination of nations.
As
applied
to Ireland
this
England
has no
to decide
anything
for
"''hind.
Ireland,
all of it, is a
!
"'t>arate
England
""
no business
trying
to rule
"
H means that whatever
the
""'^mediate
steps the goal of
(Continued on Page Four)

means that

country and
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PHYSICAL FORCE IN IRISH POLITICS

THE IRISH
| DEMOCRAT
•

Perhaps there
"s to what such

IRISH

WE REPUBLISH JAMES CONNOLLY'S
OPINIONS
GUN

ON THE USE OF THE

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

CONTEMPORARY

ENTHUSIASTS

IRELAND occupies a position among the
nations of the earth unique in a great variety
of its aspects, but in no one particular is this
singularity more marked than in the possession of what is known as a "physical force
party"—a party, that is to say, whose members are united upon no one point, and agree
upon no single principle, except upon the use
of physical force as the sole means of settling
the dispute between the people of this
country and the governing power of Great
Britain.

they are prepared to express belief in the saving grace of
physical force, they are acclaimed as advanced Nationalists
—worthy descendants of "the men of '98."

Other countries and other peoples have, from time to
time, appealed to what the first French Revolutionists picT H E '98 Executive, organised in the commencement by
turesquely described as the "sacred right of insurrection,"
®
professed believers in the physical force doctrine,
but in so appealing they acted under the inspiration of, and
started by proclaiming its adherence to the principle of
combated for, some great governing principle of political or
national independence "as understood by Wolfe Tone and the
social life upon which they, to a man, were in absolute agreeUnited Irishmen," and in less than twelve months from doing
ment.
so, deliberately rejected a similar resolution and elected on
The latter-day high falutin "hillside" man, on the other its governing body men notorious for their Royalist proclivihand, exalts into a principle that which the revolutionists of ties. As the '98 Executive represents the advanced Nationalother countries have looked upon as a weapon, and in his ists of Ireland, this repudiation of the Republican faith of the
gatherings prohibits all discussion of those principles which United Irishmen is an interesting corroboration of the truth
formed the main strength of his prototypes elsewhere and of our statement that the advanced Nationalists of our day
made the successful use of that weapon possible.
are utterly regardless of principle and only attach importance
Q U R people have glided at different periods of the past to methods—an instance of putting the cart before the horse,
^
century from moral force agitation, so-called, into phy- absolutely unique in its imbecility and unparalleled in the
sical force rebellion, from constitutionalism into insurrection- history of the world
ism, meeting in each the same failure and the same disaster
It may be interesting, then, to place before our readers
and yet seem as far as ever from learning the great truth
that neither method is ever likely to be successful until they the Socialist Republican conception of the functions and uses
first insist that a perfect agreement upon the end to be of physical force in a popular movement. We neither exalt
attained should be arrived at as a starting-point of all our it into a principle nor repudiate it as something not to be
thought of*. Our position towards it is that the use or nonefforts.
use of force for the.realisation of the ideas of progress always
To the reader unfamiliar with Irish political history such
has been and always will be determined by the attitude, not
a remark seems to savour almost of foolishness, its truth is
of the party of progress but of the governing class opposed
so apparent; but to the reader acquainted with the inner
to that party.
workings of the political movements of.this country the
I F the time should arrive when the party of progress finds
remark is pregnant with the deepest meaning. Every
•
its way to freedom barred by the stubborn greed of a
revolutionary effort in Ireland has drawn the bulk of its
possessing
class entrenched behind the barriers of law and
adherents from the ranks of the disappointed followers of
order;
if
the
party of progress 4ias indoctrinated the people
defeated constitutional movements. After having exhausted
at
large
with
the new revolutionary conception of society
their constitutional efforts in striving to secure such a
and
is
therefore
representative of the will of a majority of
modicum of political power as would justify them to their
own consciences in taking a place as loyal subjects of the the nation; if it has exhausted all the peaceful -means at its
British Empire, they, in despair, turned to thoughts of physi- disposal for the purpose of demonstrating to the people and
their enemies that the new revolutionary ideas do possess
cal force as a means of attaining their ends.
TPHE1R conception of what constitutes freedom was, in no the suffrage of the majority; then, but not till then, the party
sense changed or revolutionised; they still believed in which represents the revolutionary idea is justified in taking
the political form of freedom which had been their ideal in steps to assume the powers of government, and in using the
their constitutional days; but no longer hoping for it from the weapons of force to dislodge the usurping class or governacts of the British Parliament, they swung over into the ranks ment in possession, and treating its members and supporters
of the "physical force" men as the only means of attaining it. as usurpers and rebels" against the constituted authorities
The so-called physical force movement of today in like always have been treated. In other words. Socialists believe
manner bases its hopes upon the disgust of the people over that the question of force is of very minor importance; the
the failure of the Home Rule movement; it seeks to enlist really important question is of the principles upon which is
the people under its banners, not so much by pointing out based the movement that may or may not need the use of
the base ideals of the constitutionalists or the total inade- force to realise its object.
quacy of their pet measures to remedy the evils under which LJERE, then, is the immense difference between the
the people suffer, as by emphasising the greater efficacy of
"I
Socialist Republicans and our friends the physical force
physical force as a national weapon. Thus, the one test of men. The latter, by stifling all discussions of principles, earn
an advanced Nationalist is, in their opinion, one who believes the passive and fleeting commendation of the unthinking
in physical force.
multitude; the former, by insisting upon a thorough under
It may be the persons so professing to believe are standing of their basic principles, do not so readily attract
Republicans; it may be they are believers in monarchy; it may the multitude, but do attract and hold the more thoughtful
be *hat Home Rule would satisfy them; it may be that Home amongst them. It is the difference betwixt a mob in revolt
Rule would satisfy them; It may be that they despise Home and an army in preparation The mob who cheer a speaker
Rule. No matter what their political faith may be, if only
(Continued on Page Four)
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N.I.C.R.A. repudiates direct rule Chimaera
Dear
Sir,
In response to the recent
government
crisis in Northern
Ireland,
when
the
fall
of
the
Chichester
- Clarke
administration
seemed
imminent,
many
calls went out from both
here
and Britain
for direct
Westminster rule.
With the rise of what
are not less than
element's
in
our
community,
a
strong
reaction
was
inevitable.
We find it regrettable,
.however,
that the sincere desire to forestall extremism
took the
form
of a demand
to abolish or suspend Stormont.
The
considered
opinion
of the Northern
Ireland
Civil Rights Association
is that
as a way out of the
present
situation
it is neither
peaceful,
practical
nor
democratic.
We would offer as an
alternative
the
introduction
by
the
Westminster
Parliament
of a

Bill of Rights into the
Government
of
Ireland
Act
(1920)
which
is
Northern
Ireland's
Constitution.
The question
of reforms
can
be considered
in three
lights.
There
are those
which
have
been
passed,
such
as
antidiscrimination
legislation.
There
are some which have been promised,
such
as
the.
Central
Housing
Authority,
but
progress
towards
them has been
sluggish.
And
there
are
others
which
have been neither acted on nor
even conceded,
such as repeal
of the Special Powers
Act.
This
equivocal
approach
to
reform
by the government
has
engendered
insecurity
and fear
which has'played
no small
part
in outbreaks
of rioting.
It has
also encouraged
extremists
like
Craig and West to make a bid
for power
to reinstall
the an-

fascist

cient
regime.
How would Direct Rule
help
this situation
and its prospects ?
Intended
as a guarantee
of reforms,
i t would
in fact
mean
entrusting
full
implementation
of these to a British
Cabinet
instead
of merely
asking
for a
Westminster
enactment.
Democratic
pressure
would
simultaneously
be reduced to 12 M.P.s'
at London among 600-odd
members.
Rather
than
diminish
violence
it is likely
to
increase
it by calling
forth
an
abortive
U.D.I, which would put the past
two years' conflict
in the shade.
As a threat
to prevent
an extremist
takeover
in the
first
place it is patently
not
believed
by those at whom it is
directed
and is therefore
not going
to
deter
them.
Finally,
it is not
to prove practicable.

just
To

going
sweep

What were Germans doing in Cork?

O doubt, people here were
greatly alarmed at the happenings in Cork all - within the
space of eight days. First we had
the visit of Commander Benriecke
who is Chief of N.A.T.O. He disembarked from the Nieuw Amsterdam at Cobh and was met on
arrival by Mr. D. <1. Cuilinane, a
local businessman, also Honorary
Consul (Cork) for West Germany.
Later he went to London and from
there to Brussels. Commander
Bennecke spent four weeks touring
the United States, visiting places
where Government forces are stationed. Then we had his Excellency the West German Ambassador
to Ireland who paid his first visit
to Cor*. He Is Herr K. Overbeck
and was also met by Mr. D. J.
Cuilinane, the Hon. Consul W.
Germany.

N

members of the E.E.C. to forsaKe
the defence of the new Europe as
it "Would be to forsake the defence
of our own country at present."
The Taoiseach, Jack Lynch, expressed the following: "If the group
(E.EC.) was attacked, I do not
think we could opt out of our obligations to defend it. It is not a
question of neutrality but of meeting your obligations within a complex of that nature." Later Dr.
Hillery had this to say: "I now
reaffirm on behalf of the Irish
Government our full acceptance of
the Treaties of Rome and Paris,
their political finality and economic
objectives and the decisions taken
to implement them."

Clark

Then came a U.S. Merchant Navy
training ship,, the Texas Clipper,
under the command of Captain
Philbrick, which was a very unusual
type of ship which left room for
suspicion. Around this same period
Or. Hillery, Irish Minister for External Affairs, arranged his visit to
Brussels to get us into the disastrous "El Dorado" of the European
Common Market. It now appears
that the traditional policy of Ireland's military neutrality is about
to be dumped. Dr. Hillery has said
in the Dail: "Pull participation
would Involve full obligations. We
would have to act doeeiyin political as well as economic affairs and
would have to participate in common action, even the defence of
the new Europe.
"It would be ridiculous for us as

Fianna Fail and Fine Gael

The two main political parties are
committed to a 32-county republic
and must know that if we are admitted to membership, the Border
will stand for ever as they stand
at the moment of admission.
Should Britain be admitted the defined boundaries will include Northern Ireland and those boundaries
will likewise stand for ever. The^
signing of the Treaty of Rome is
an irrevocable act and there is no
withdrawal.
The Treaty of Rome which
established the European Common
Market states that we must completely surrender our right to rule
ourselves, a commitment to Euro-'
pean political and military integration and a ldss of national independence and submission to the
undemocratic institutions in Brussels which would be able to make
laws as they think fit affecting our

LABOUR POLICY
IN
IRELAND
(Continued from Page Three)

a socialist policy towards Ireland is to remove all Britishimposed obstacles to the
achievement of an independent
Irish republic of 32 counties.
The differences between north
and south are not by right
Britain's business. Britain has
no right in the six counties. Still
/ess has she the right to rule
them directly or to merge them
with
England as some shortsighted people have
suggested.
What is wanted is a declaration that no British interest
will
be allowed
t o stand in t h e way
of a united
Ireland,
and
that
during
the interim period
while
England continues
right)
rule the six
those
he
ruled
elementary
decency,
not in the interest
of
England's
economic
and political
puppets,
the
Unionists.

(without any
to
counties,
counties wilf
with
and

For
this
purpose
all
that
is required
is the passing
of
writing
an Act at Westminster
Civil
Rights
into
the
Government of Ireland
Act.
It is not much to ask.
It is
what
the majority
are
asking.
To run away from this issue is
to run away from
a
socialist
policy
on Ireland.
And, as has
been shown, i t is to run away
from
socialism
itself,
and towards
a
repetition
of
the
sickening
sequence
of
compromise, failure
and defeat
has
marked
the
history
of
Labour
governments
in
this
country.

which

Let us hope that our
friends
at the Labour Party
conference
will take these lessons to heart
and make October
1970 a truly
historic

occasion.

away existing structures
instead
of democratising
them is easy
to advocate
but harder
to implement.
A Bill of Rights on the other
hand would
tackle
the
reform
problem
by granting
outstanding reforms,
promised
or
otherwise, and underwriting
the lot
by
embodying
them
in
the
Northern
Ireland
constitution.
This would eliminate
the
insecurity
noted as a factor
in recent rioting and would be much
less likely
than Direct
Rule to
provoke a U.D.I.
Furthermore,
by
presenting
the extreme
Unionists
with
a
Constitutional
impediment
NOW
it would
go a long
way
to
weakening
their
support
and
strengthening
the reform
forces.
There are three ways out of
the present
situation.
One is
Mr.
Craig's,
a return
to
the

days of Craigavon
and
Brookeborough.
Another
is
Powell's,
Northern
Ireland in the rest of the United
Kingdom.
The
third
is
the
C.R.A.'s,
not
over-reacting
to
extremism
but facing
up to it
by passing
a Bill of
Rights.
Many
political
commentators
have pondered
on the
insolubility of the northern
crisis.
They
little
hope
of peace,
progress
and normality
in the near
future.
We see every hope of this i n
the Bill of Rights.
The
choice
of either fascism
or direct
rule
is a false
polarisation.
There is a middle way
which
has been given too little
thought
up till now.
The life and
liberty
of citizens
in Northern
Ireland
demands
that it be given
more
thought in
future.
Yours
faithfully,
EDWINA
STWART.

swamping

Enoch

CONNOLLY ON THE GUN

(Continued from Page Three)
referring to the hopes of a phy- "T'HUS the policy of the Socialist Republicans is seen to be
sical force movement would, in
the very hour of apparent suc- the only wise one. "Educate
cess, be utterly disorganised that you may be free;" prinand divided by the passage ciples first, methods afterwards
through the British Legislature If the advocacy of physical
of any trumpery Home Rule force failed to achieve success
or even to effect an uprising
Bill.
Added to this, the elimination of
when the majority were unThe
army
of
class-conscious
the small farmer, increased cost of
organising under the franchised and the secret ballot
living and emigration. A loss of workers
banner
of
the Socialist Republi- unknown, how can it be exindustrial employment and finally
can
Party,
strong in their know- pected to succeed now that the
the loss of national identity and
cultural distinctiveness which must ledge of economic truth and majority are in possession of
follow economic and political inte- firmly grounded in their revolu- voting power and the secret
gration with bigger and powerful tionary principles, would re- ballot safeguards the voter ?
states.
main entirely unaffected by any The ballot-box was given us
such manoeuvre and, knowing by our masters for their purTherefore, we can now assume it would not change their posi- pose ; let us use it for our own.
that Ireland will take its place tion as a subject class, would Let us demonstrate at that balalongside Britain with combined still press forward, resolute and tol-box the strength and intelliforces under N.A.T.O. command. undivided, with their faces set gence of the revolutionary
N.A.T.O. is the striking force of
their only hope of idea; let us make the hustings
imperialism whose main effort is towards
military and political leadership emancipation — the complete a rostrum from which to proand concentrate on preparation for control by the working-class mulgate our principles; let us
a war against the European democracy of all the powers of grasp the public powers in the
socialist countries.
interest of the disinherited
National Government.
class ; let us emulate our fathers
and,- like the "true men of '98,"
place ourselves in line with the
most advanced thought of our
age and drawing inspiration
(Continued from Page One)
/
hope from the spectacle
in the banking world as a result vent fraud. If you find a and
presented
by the world-wide
cheque,
endorse
it,
and
pay
it
of monopoly.
revolt
of
the
prepare
into your account, it will be for the coming workers,
SLEEPING OUT
of
the
day
when
accepted
without
question.
One should not grieve too
the
Socialist
working-class
of
much for I.C.I. Its directors Nothing will happen to you Ireland will, through its elected
are not likely to have to sleep until the person it belongs to
present its deout. And the Irish banks have finds out. And how will he representatives,
mand
for
freedom
from the
mostly been taken over by find out ?
yoke
of
a
governing
master
English ones. Even before that In the case of a cheque that class or nation—the day
they had 50 per cent English- bounced, a correspondent told which the question of moral on
or
men on many of their boards. the "Irish Democrat," the bank physical force shall be finally
They have slavishly followed declined absolutely to help its decided.
British financial policy over the customer to find the sender, or Workers' Republic, July 22, 1899
years.
to co-operate in any way.
That
Connolly
was
not a
They are financing the take- Yet profits inconceivably vast pacifist
is shown by the
followover of Irish land, property and are being piled up week by ing other
extracts:—
industry by cross-channel com- week.
* "To my mind an agitation to
panies.
There is a strong case for the attain
a political or economic end
The income from their invest- immediate nationalisation of must rest upon an implied willingments abroad, whither they the banks in Ireland as in ness and ability to use force. Without that it is mere wind and
have channelled Irish money, England.
comes in steadily though they If these countries go into the attitudinising. The only force
to the worker is economic
pay not a penny in wages, and Common Market with the available
force; the capture of political power
perform no service to the com- banks not under national con- when
come will come as a
munity. Their strangle-hold on trol, pity the poor customer. result itof does
the previous conquest of
the national life continues be- As James Connolly warned, economic power,
that conhind their closed doors.
England rules Ireland through quest can be and although
should be a s s i s t e d
Their mean miserliness is the financial institutions she by the continual exercise of political action by those who have
shown by their attitude to small established there.
businessmen who have short- They will merge on a Euro- grasped the full meaning and purterm loans. These men have pean scale, and the panel of pose of the working class fight."
Forward, March 14, 1914
the money and want to pay it dictators who sit in Brussels "We acknowledge
right in anback. But the banks will not will effectively prevent Irish- other individual or noclass
accept it.
men from investing money in hold anything which is toourswithby
their own country.
WORSENING
right of labour. We are our for
But they insist that the bor- That is even if they heve any Justice and we have assailed or
rowers must still pay interest to invest.
contested no Just liberty. We know
on it, although it is the banks The Government should step our duties as we know our rights
fault that they cannot pay it in vigorously and compel the and we shall stand by one another
back.
banks to olimb down, and com- through thick toandarmthinand prepared,
achlevc
The worsening of bank ser- pensate their employee* for the ifby necessary,
force
our
place
In
the
vices through the monopolisa- long spell of unemployment and also to maintain it by world,
force
tion of banking is shown In which their intramlgenaee has These be the ends of our fightEngland too. A bank manager foroed upon them. Instead of and should the heavens fall we
recently stated that practically supporting the bankers In their shall achieve them."
no steps arc now taken t o p r e Irish Worker, October 25, 1913
unreasonableness.

internal and external affairs even
if we should disagree with them.
It would also mean we would lose
the power to sign trade treaties
with other countries. Also we
would have no power to impose
tariffs and quotas to protect sensitive areas of industry.
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54 PROMINENT IRISHMEN REJECT EEC
•HE following open letter has been sent to all newspapers
on the eve of departure of Dr. Hillery, Minister for
External Affairs, to the meeting at Brussels where his
instructions are to sell out the Irish people to the big
monopolies for whatever can be got.
It has 54 signatures and the text is as follows:—

September 18th.
^IR,—We, the undersigned,
writing in our personal capacities, wish to express our
worries about the effects on Ireland of full membership of the
European Economic Community.
We believe that too many
people mistakenly have the impression that the only alternative to full economic and political integration with the Common Market is for Ireland to
remain an isolated, protected
economy, with low living standards, cut off completely from
her main trading partners. We
consider that the possibility of
Ireland adopting a political and
diplomatic position vis-a-vis the
Common Market similar to that
of such ancient European nations and stated as Austria,
Switzerland, Iceland, Sweden
and Finland has not been sufficiently examined, although it
may well be the best course
for this country. Spain and
Portugal also do not propose to
join the Common Market at
present, so that there are a significant number of West Euro-

pean states who are in this
position.

Most of the countries mentioned
are small, like Ireland. Some of
them are richer than we are. some
are poorer. Three of them—Switzerland, Sweden and Austria—send
well over half their exports to the
E.E.C. and the applicant countries,
just as we do. Yet they all seem
to have decided that the problems
of staying out of the E.E.C., even
if Britain joins, are less than the
dangers of membership, and particularly the political dangers, the
loss of sovereignty, identity and
military neutrality, which are
widely accepted as probable consequences of joining the Community.
T T is true that the political and
economic circumstances of these
smaller European countries are all
special and different from one another; hence their decision not to
undertake the burdens of E.E.C.
membership. But so too are Ireland's circumstances, and justify a
similar decision. Ireland has the
smallest economy of the applicants,
the lowest population, the lowest
G.N.P., the lowest proportion of the
labour force in the industrial sector, the second lowest economic
growth rate, a uniquely high emigration rate and the most adverse

ratio of dependents to workers in
our population.
Moreover, our country is divided,
we have a painful and long-standing territorial dispute with another
applicant member and we have
followed a policy of military neutrality since the foundation of our
state which is quite as legitimate
and important for us as is their
similar long-established policy for
the peoples of Sweden and Switzerland.
In the event of Britain's joining
the Common Market these other
countries mentioned will regulate
their trade with the enlarged Community either by means of an
ordinary trade agreement or by by
an association agreement for purposes of trade, which would avoid
the loss of independence and the
curtailment of the powers of national governments which we would
have to accept on signing the
Treaty of Rome.
There seems no good reason why
the Irish Government should not
follow a similar course, putting forward as reasons for doing so the
eminently unique circumstances of
our position mentioned previously,
for it is only by following such a
course that we could retain our
freedom of action to diversify our
trade, reduce over time our excessive dependence on Britain by
maintaining the right to sign trade
agreements with the 4.000 million
or so people who make up the rest
of humanity outside the E.E.C. and
use those economic and political
powers which are so necessary for
a small state if it is to defend it's

E.E.C. WOULD DESTROY 247,000
FARMS IN IRELAND
Experts considered opinion
A NOTHER blow has been
struck in the campaign to
keep Ireland out of the Common
Market. This is a pamphlet,
"Irish Agriculture and the Common Market, Consequences and
Alternatives", by Raymond
Crotty, M.Econ.Sc., published by
the Common Market Study
Group.

Crotty knows more about Irish
agriculture than probably any other
economist in the country. Moreover,
he is a farmer himself, living outside Kilkenny. He does not belong
to the crowd of Establishment
economists, however, and so he
takes an independent view of the
Common Market and the Irish
Government's proposal to join it.
He says unhesitatingly that Ireland should stay out, tackling headon the Government's figures and
argumentation about the effects of
membership on Irish agriculture.
Up to now the main point in the
Government's case is that Irish
farming will boom in the Common
Market because of its high food
prices. Crotty takes an entirely opposite view. A small number of
giant cattle ranches will prosper,
but Irish agriculture output should
diminish as a whole and the number of Irish farms and farmers will
be decimated.
At the Press conference held to
launch the new pamphlet, Raymond
Crotty stated that there were three
main defects in the Irish Government's way of going about the
Common Market question. Firstly,
the Government grossly overstates

the benefits likely to accrue to Ireland from membership of the E.E.C.
Secondly, judging from the various
White Papers it put out, the Government are grievously uninformed
on the likely adverse effects of
membership. Thirdly, and most
damning of all. is the complete
absence of any evidence of a consideration of possible alternative
courses.
Nowhere, throughout the large
body of official, published, material,
or in the words of Government and
Fine Gael spokesmen, is there a
studied, serious approach to the
working out of alternative courses
of action. "I assert." he said, "as a
professional economist, that there is
prima facie evidence of the existence of such alternatives and have
drawn attention to some of them in
the present booklet."
In the Common Market, according
to Raymond Crotty, the number of
Irish f&rms should fall from 283,000
to 36,000 and the number of those
working on the land from 300,000 to
45,000. As a result of the shift into
extensive grass farming of beef
cattle and the enlargement of
farms, the volume of agricultural
output should decline by 35 per
cent. After allowing for higher
cattle and sheep prices, the value
of agricultural production is likely
to decline by 11 per cent compared
with that of 1967.
Much Irish farmland will be
bought by aliens as a safe, convenient investment, and he mentions
one foreign interest which has already enquired about the possibility
of buying 10,000 acres in small lots
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in Ireland. In the E.E.C. nothing
could be done by an Irish government to prevent such developments.
It will be like the Act of Union
over again. The new pamphlet of
Mr. Crotty's is a big step forward
in getting across to the large middle
ground of Irish public opinion that
the Common Market is not the best
course for Ireland and that alternatives to joining exist. Already the
Labour Left and the Republican
Movement are opposed to Joining
the Common Market. The Wbour
Party, the trade unions and the
language movement are generally
critical. But the mass of ordinary
citizens have not yet begun to
awaken to the implications of what
is being prepared for them.
The Common Market Study
Group is going the right way about
changing all this.
The new pamphlet can be bought
from the Common Market Study
Group, 24 Belgrave Road, Dublin, 6,
for 2s.

interests in the face of pressure
from larger and more powerful
neighbours.
YA/"E believe that many Irish
people share our worries about
joining the Common Market and
that they would support a course
of action by the Government which
was less drastic and irrevocable
than seeking full Common Market
membership. For joining the Common Market is- legally irrevocable,
entailing a unique and unparalleled
surrender of sovereignty. Signing
the Rome Treaty requires the Irish
people and Dail to surrender to the
Brussels Commission and Council
the power of legislating in the
future, in ways not even known at
the time of signing the Treaty, on
various internal and external Irish
affairs.
It would mean that the Irish
Government would lose its powers
to conclude trade agreements with
other countries, to protect weaker
sections of Irish industry, to give
state aids to agriculture or industry or to attract foreign capital, to
prevent non-nationals buying Irish
land or to impose controls to prevent the excessive investment of
Irish savings in other countries.
Under the Rome Treaty the Irish
Government would have to obtain
the permission of the Brussels
Commission, a body responsible to
no democratically-elected assembly,
before it could authorise any such
measure.
There are many different aspects
of the Common Market which have
caused disquiet in some section or
other of the Irish public. Some
people are worried by the probable
rise in the price of food and the
cost of living; some by the effects
of the Mansholt Plan in reducing
even more. rapidly the size of the
farm population; some by the possibility that the gains in agricultural
export prices, which would be the
main benefit of E.E.C. membership
for Ireland, will be short-lived and
temporary; some by the effects of
free trade with the whole of Western Europe on small and mediumsized Irish industry and on industrial employment; some by the
fears that the institutions of the
Common Market, to which we
would have to surrender such control over our lives, are not democratically responsible and are likely
to be run in the interests of the
larger states rather than in the
interests of the small; some are
worried by the Government's seeming acceptance that we must be
prepared to undertake defence commitments in the E.E.C. when it
becomes more integrated politically,
thus abandoning our traditional
policy of military neutrality; some
fear that there is little chance of
a small country like Ireland, with

its unique circumstances, maintaining its national identity and dis-*
tinctive cultural traditions when
the economic and political powers
of the Irish state have been so
diminished by membership of the
E.E.C.
TI/"E accept that some of these
fears may be groundless and
we do not necessarily subscribe
ourselves to every one of them.
However, we believe, that they are
in the main well justified and that
many Irish people are rightly disturbed by the assumption that we
have no alternative but to join the
E.E.C. along with Britain, although
there are several other European
countries, some of them linked to
Britain in E.F.T.A., which are not
taking this course.
For these reasons, therefore, we
appeal to the Government to reconsider its view that the only
course for Ireland must be to become a full member of the E.E.C. '
with Britain, and to put before the
public, as was not done in the
White Paper or in Goverment
statements in the Dail. the pros
and cons of Ireland signing an ordinary trade agreement or an association agreement with the E.E.C.,
in the event of Britain joining, as
the other European countries mentioned propose doing.
It is not right that the Government should seek to commit the
present and future generations of
Irish people to this irrevocable
course without the alternatives sugsidered by the Government and the
gested being fully and fairly conpeople.
Vincent
Barry;
Criostoir de
Baroid; Tom Brady; Hubert Butler; John Cassidy; Austin Clarke;
MaireComerford; Brendan Corlsh,
T.D.; Anthony Coughlan; G. H.
C. Cramp ton; Raymond Crotty;
Conor Cruise O'Brien, T.D.; Maire
Cruise O'Brien; W. E. Curran;
Noelle Da vies; Desmond Fennell;
Constantino Fitzgibbon; George
Gllmore; Niall Greene; Alan
Heussaff; Sheila Humphreys; John
de Courcy Ireland; Professor
Joseph Johnston; Kader Asmal;
John B. Keane; Justin Keating,
T.D.; Harry Kernoff; E. W.
Lamb; Con Lehane; Professor
Sean Lucy; Daniel McCarthy;
Rev. Terrence McCaughey; Uinseann McEoin; Bryan McMahon;
Sean MacReamoinn; Matt Men*gan; Niall Montgomery; James
Morrow; Mioltael Mullen; Seamus
Murphy; Mairtin O Cadhain;
Maolsheachlainn O Caollai; Peadar O'Donnell; John 0'Donavan,
T.D.; Padraig 0 Falnln; Cormac
0 Grada; Padraig O Maidin;
Aodagan O'Rahilly; Sean O
Riada; Sean 0 Riordain; Liam
de Paor; Shay Ronan; Patrick
Scott; John Swift.

Gaeltacht schools close as hotels go up

'PHE parents of Dunquin (Dun
' Chaoin) in the Kerry Galtacht,
are on strike. All but three families
are refusing to send their children
to school as a protest against a proposal to close the Dunquin school
and send the children to Ballyferriter instead, three miles away,
where much more English is
spoken. They fear that this will be
a preliminary to sending them to
Dingle later when they get to secondary school age. and then goodbye to their chances of remaining
Irish speakers.
Within a week of the Department
of Education announcing the Dunquin school closure, a new hotel
and holiday village was opened by
the Minister for the Gaeltacht in
Ballyferriter. Symbolic of present
trends and of the shape of things
to come?
The Irish language organisations
are supporting the stand of the
parents and in a letter to the "Irish
Times" author Breandan O
Buachall of U.C.D. Department of
Irish, tells why. Dun Chaoin is n
completely Irish-speaking parish,
says O Buachnlla, one of the very
few left in the country. Linguistically speaking it is, in fact, the
strongest Irish-speaking parish not
only in Kerry, but in Munster
It is also a unique community -it

Kerry parents on strike
community in which the tradition
of Irish has never been interrupted
or broken, which has produced in
the past hundred years several
poets and writers and whose dialect and rich literary traditions
have been the source of numerous
books and articles by both foreign
and Irish scholars.
The hub of this community and
its only institutional reflection is its
school. Its closure heralds the disintegration of the community and
its eventual disappearance.
If the children go to Ballyferriter
and later to Dingle, Killarney or
further afield, the centre of educational gravity is moved to outside
the community; the pull is away
from Dun Chaoin. The consequences
will be a downgrading of the Irishspeaking community, depressing Its
social standing, weakening the
language-loyalty of its inhabitants,
and an Impoverishment of their
dialect.
O Buachulln is not suggesting
that Dun Chaoin should bo set
apart like nn Indian reservation, to
be preserved as n Gaelic ghetto.
What he does say Is that if a realistic linguistic and cultural policy
were being pursued, this community
would be singled out for revitalisa-

tion and rehabilitation. Instead of
closing down the community's only
institution the authorities over the
years would have been adding to it:
a post primary school, a theatre, a
small industry, a library, a craft
centre, a shopping centre, a subdivision of the Department of the
Gaeltacht, etc.
With careful, long-term co-ordinated planning and a gradual
sophisticated process of urbanisation, the community could have"
been saved and its socio-culturfti
base developed and enriched.
He bitterly concludes: "It could
have been done; perhaps it could
still be done. It should be done and
it would be done—or at least attempted, if — if there were anyone at the top who realised that
people are more important than departmental regulations, that schools
are more productive than hotels,
that linguistic and cultural planning
is every bit as valid, and in our
circumstances every bit. as necessary. as economic planning, and
that there are only a few years left
in which what remains of the
Gaeltacht can be saved, that we
owe something else to our past gods
and piwit generations other than
denigration."
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| S e chai gan mise maidin aerach
Amuigh i mBearra im sheasamh ar an dtra,
Is guth na n-ean o m'tharraing thar na sleibhte cois na farraige

Ireland Mother
Ireland

Co ceim an aitinn mar a mbionn mo ghra.
Is obann aoibhinn aiteasach do leimfinn
Do rithfinn saor o anabhroid an tlais,
Do thabharfainn droim le scamallaibh an tsaoil seo

EAR land Of love and beauty
To you our hearts are wed,
To you in loving duty

D

Da bhfaiginn me leirdhothain d'amharc ar mo chaoimhshearc ban.
Is e mo dhith bheith ceangailte go faonlag
Is milis briowhar leatharbhog an t-aer ann
An fhad ta reim na habhann agus gaoth glan na farraige
Ag glaoch is gairm ar an gcroi seo im lar.

DUBLIN

C A R a w a y from the land of the shamrock and h e a t h e r ,
•
In search of a living as exiles we roam,
And whenever we chance to assemble together,
W e think of the land w h e r e we once had a home.
But those homes are destroyed and our soils cultivated.
T h e hand of the t y r a n t brought plunder and w e e .
T h e fires are now dead and our homes desolated,
In our once happy homes in the Co. Mayo.

Oh perfect loving mother,
Your exile children all
Across the thundering seas to you
In fond devotion call.

CHORUS:
T h e n boys, pull together in all sorts of weather
Don't show the w h i t e feather wherever y o u go ;
A c t each as a brother and help one another,
Like true-hearted sons of the Co. Mayo.

CHORUS:
When we sigh, we hear you!
When you weep, we weep.
In your hours of gladness
How our pulses leap!
Ireland, Mother Ireland,
Let what may befall.
Ever shall we hold you
Dearest, best of all.

Long years have now passed since w i t h hearts full a t sorrow
T h e land of the shamrock we left f a r behind ;
But ah, w e would like to be going back tomorrow
T o the friends of our youth w h o m w e still bear in mind.
The days of our childhood, it's now w e regret them,
T h e y cling to our visions wherever w e g o ;
A n d the friends of our youth we w i l l never forget
W h o , too, are exiled f r o m the Co. M a y o .

Do we ever bow our head.

"Under
P.

Is ochon, a ribhean bhanuil na gcraobhfholt,
Gan sinne araon i mease an aitinn mar do bhimis trath.

JOHN MITCHELL

Dear land far d'er the ocean,
Beloved land of ours,
May your days be sunny
And your way a way of love.
Meanwhile, though we are scattered
O'er alien vale and hill,
All the love you gave to us
We'll keep and cherish still.
CHORUS:

| AM a true-born Irishman, John Mitchel is my name ;
When first I joined my comrades from Newry town I came;
I laboured hard both day and night to free my native land
For which I was transported unto Van Diemen's Land.
When first I joined my countrymen it was in '42;
And what did happen after that I'll quickly tell to you ;
I raised the standard of Repeal, I gloried in the deed—
I vowed to Heaven I ne'er would rest till Ireland would be freed.

Bellavary, Killala, from Swinford to Balla,
Ballyhaunis and Westport and old Castlebar,
Kiltimagh and Claremorris, Belmullet and Erris,
The whole of whose great men are famed near
Kilmainet Ballinrobe, Ballina and Bohola,
Toormakeady and Mayo a few miles below,
Newport and Cong, and old Strade and Monulla,
All can oome true in the Co. Mayo.

QH, father dear, I ofttimes hear you speak of Erin's Isle,
With the sturdy men from Dublin to defend her all the
while,
But what about old Belfast where some awful sights were seen
Because her men would ryot deny their flag of emerald green.
It happened in our country not very long ago,
When the blood of gallant Irishmen down Dublin streets did flow,
'Twos in Easter Week rebellion when the men did strike a blow—
For the cause of Irish freedom they scattered the G.P.O.

be,

I was placed on board a convict ship without the least delay,
For Bermuda's isle our course was steered, I'll ne'er forget the
As I stood upon the deck to take farewell view
I &*Md a tear, hut not for fear, my native land, for you.

day.

Adieu ! Adieu ! to sweet Belfast, and likewise Dublin too,
And fo my young and tender trahes—alas, what will they do ?
But there's one request I ask of you, when your liberty you gain
Remember John Mitehel far away, a convict bound in chains.

NIALL PLUNKETT O'BOYLE

<Killed by Free State forces, Wicklow, February, 1922)

\ J k / E laid him to rest by the rim of the ocean,
Near the home of his fathers we laid him to rest.
Old Ireland he lived with true faith and devotion,
He fought and he died for the cause he loved best.
When the call it went out to the sons of the heather
O'Boyte was the foremost to answer the call;
The som of the Rosses he banded together
To drive the oppressor from Dark Donegal.
Oh bravely he fought with the foe ali around him

From Dublin up to Belfast in that good old Irish way
Came orders for all Irish men to take part in the fray ;
But a murder was committed, we were driven to despair,
For a band of Orange "B" Specials had murdered Willie Kerr.
They took him from his
side,
Inside a Crossley tender
The three were taken to
Next morning when we

:

humble home and from his young

wife's

lay Halfpenny and McBride ;
a field just at the break of day,
found them their souls had passed

away.

Another of our Irish crimes which filled the world with scorn.
Young Kevin Barry had to die on a still November morn.
'Twas not long after Barry's death when the gong rang through
the Gael,
That the great Lord Mayor McSwiney had died in Brixton Gaol.
But the worst of all the Irish crimes is one we won't
To go out and shoot a family, that murder was well
The murderers came at break of day, each one was
guns,
To commit a wholesale slaughter of McMahon and his

forget,
set.
armed

with

sons.

The mother saw the murdering of her dear beloved ones,
She cried : "Oh God have mercy on my husband and my sons."
The murderers bid the men come down, there was nothing for to
dread.
When suddenly some shots rang out—all jive of them were dead.
I think this ends my story that I have told to you,
For the murders of McMahons there will come a day to rue,
So all you Belfast Catholics don't revenge this crime with guns,
Leave God to judge the murderers of McMahon and his sons.

Till alone and outnumbered, a captive he fell.
To the bastille at Newgate, a prisoner they bore him
He escaped through a tunnel and bade them farewell.
Again on the hillside, undaunted and daring,
But it is not the 8«xon this time on his trail.
Oh no, 'twas the bloodhounds of Richard Mulcahy

MAKE SURE OF IT!
Get the Democrat posted to you

And the men who sold Ireland, the dregs of the Gael.

If you would like to have the "DEMOCRAT" potted to
Once more on the hillside, undaunted and daring,
Till all hope abandoned, he turned on the foe.
"Long live the Republic!" his words rang out clearly,
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Then the guns thundered forth and O'Boyle was laid low.
Now bravely he sleeps by the rim of the ocean,
Nor wind now, nor tempest his slumber can

spoil.

Long, long we'll remember with laith and devotion
The fate of our hero, Niall Plunkett O'Beyle.

Name
Address

8 / - f o r six months

anil

far.

THE FLOWER OF
SWEET STRABANE

THE MURDER OF
THE MACMAHONS

Farewell my gallant comrades, it grieves my heart full sore
To think that I must part from you, perhaps for evermore ;
The love I bear my native land, I know no other crimeThat is the reason I must go into a foreign elime.
At I lay in strong irons bound, before my trial day,
My loving wife eame to my cell, and this to me did say :
"Oh, John, my dear, cheer up your heart, undaunted always
For 'tis hotter to die for Erin's cause than live in slavery."

{item,

IF

I were king of Ireland, and all
things at my will,
I would roam through groves and
valleys to combat to my fill,
But the combat I would like the
best as you would understand.
Is to win the heart of Martha -the
Flower of Sweet Strabane.

Her cheeks are like the roses, and
her hair a lovely brown,
And e'er her milk-white shoulder it
carelessly hangs down;
She is one of the finest creatures in
the whole of Ireland's plain,
And my heart is captivated by the
Flower of Sweet Strabane.
I wish I had my darling away in
Innishowen,
Or in some pleasant valley in the
County of Tyrone,
I'd do my best endeavour, and I'd
work my newest plan,
To win the heart of Martha--the
Flower of Sweet Strabane.
But since I cannot win her love, no
rest there is for me,
Then I must seek forgetfulness in a
land beyond the sea,
But if you would to folfow me, I
swear by my right hand,
That no McGillagan's faoe you e'er
will see, my Flower of Sweet
Strabane.
So I'll go o'er the Lagan and by the
steamship tall,
I am sailing for America whatever
may befall;
Our boat is bound for Liverpool
right by the Isle of Man,
So farewell, my lovely Martha, the
Flower of Sweet Strabenc.

JOE O'CONNORS
CONUNDRUM
J^KCKNTI.Y Joe O'Connor of the
Connolly Association and a
member of the N.U.R. was taHiine: to
a friend who had supported t h e "provisional" I.R./V in railing for the
abolition of Stormont and direct rule
from kngland.
Ho Joe thought he would pop him
a question. This was it.
"You sav there are two puppet
Governments, one in Belfast and the
other in Dublin, ff you want Kncland to do away with Stormont and
rule directly, do you want England
also to do awav with Leinster House
and rule directly in Dublin.?"
"Of course not" aiiN^ei icd the
"provisional."
"Very well." says Joe. "Why not?"

li'avc", C.

the Receding
(GUI
& Mai
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( 'OSST AMINE

MAUDLIN
REVELLERS
"The Death and Resurrection of
Mr. Roche", by Thomas Kilroy (Faber Paperback, 9
/ ) the surface this play deals
with the mindless horseplay of
a group of bibulous Dubliners during an after-closing-time booze-up,
and its fretful aftermath in the
bleary dawn. The maudlin, pathetic, narrow-minded revellers, intent
on baiting a middle-aged homosexual whose values far transcend
theirs, represent probes into the
subconscious wasteland of several
bourgeois lives.
One of them worries about his
own latent sexual inversion, another fails to comprehend his marriage in adult terms, a third is obsessed with adolescent notions of
success both in business and in bed.
The fourth is a failed medical student whose inadequacy, it is
hinted, stems from mother-dependence.
Mood and accent are authentic
Dublin, appropriately since the first
highly-acclaimed performance was
at the Dublin Festival of 1968. But
Mr. Kilroy achieves a mordant
satire on some aspects of Irish provincialism and at the same time,
through realism and insightful
flashes of humour, a compassionate
coment on the melancholy theme of
men mystified by life.

millan,

CVRRA S

talked to a man who
had attended O'Connell's monster meeting
at Tara. His
father's house was
frequented
by bearded Fenians. His reminiscences as a
nonagenarian
with an extraordinary
memory
for all that he saw and heard in
childhood have thus a range of
more than a century. .
Most striking is the book's
near-total recall, both aural and
visual, of the Dublin of the '80s.
The colours and devices of the
various
trades'
banners
in
mayoral processions, the liturgy
of Holy Week in the procathedral, the personalities
of
his teachers at the
Christian
brothers in North
Richmond
Street, the cry of the cockleonce

Is milis briomhar leathanhog an t-aer ann
Is gile on ngreim go fairsing ar an mban,
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vendors
and
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German
band'
'.•rieinbi'red
with the
same
'.t ' •icias- as
the theatres,
the a;
'-galleries,
the ships on the L !r,.'v ami the
mud
in the
streets.
the sum" clarity
of
his recollections
the
young
men who were
his
at U.C.D.
the century
like George

Francis Shcifingi
>n, th<- id'\il; •
feminist
and so-.-'alist who was
murdered
by a British
officer in
1916 and commemorated
as one
of Joyce's early
student
McCann
of "A
Portrait
of the Artist"
published
in the
same year ; and a warm
appreciation
of
the eloquent
Tom
who was killed—also
in
1916,
but in France as a British
officer convinced
he was
fighting
f o r the freedom of
Ireland.

mentors in the
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| N Ireland as elsewhere it u.ii
until recently axiomatic tlur
marriages, being made in Heaven, were guaranteed to succeed
contemporaries
to- Kettle
as long as neither party brok •
wards the end of
and
the regulations. The emphasis
of some,
Sigerson,
on regulations bore heavily on
born 10 years before the famine,
young married lovers. Advances
who were already
illustrious.
Although the observant, affec- in the scope and techniques of
James Joyce, the author's classmate, is not included in this tionate eye which pierces the the social sciences have estabportrait-gallery,
but reference is mists of the decades is an out- lished the more positive opinion
one, nevertheless that marriage can only succeed
made to many of the influences ward-looking
contributing to his development. through the evocation of the ges- if creative effort is put into it.
The occupational hazards
An earlier work, "James Joyce ture, habit, talk and thought of
writers
on matrimony are facile**
old
friends
and
the
description
Remembered",
has
considered
platitude, sentimenthese influences in detail and a of famous scenes there is re- generalisation,
tality
and
proneness
to counsels of
vealed
a
genial,
many-sided
permind as richly stored
with
perfection.
Dorine
Rohan has
memories
as C. P. Curran sonality and a culture which is avoided all these pitfalls by a
as
European
as
it
is
Irish.
eschews
repetition.
thorough reconnoitre of the field
before putting pen to paper. She
There is a fine silhouette of
CIARAN
DESMOND.
has had the amazing courage to
approach a great number of Irish
husbands and wives and talk to
them about their intimate lives. She
has also consulted priests, doctors,
and marriage counin present circumstances maintain psychiatrists
REVIEW BY
the consistent enthusiasm for their sellors.
Dr. J. De Courcy Ireland
subject which it demands. This has |_1 ER honest enquiries have proFree World" to discourage the study a variety of causes.
duced some
depressing
of this disturbing subject. It is no
Even at 30, a history class is too answers. No matter that the case
accident that it was the original big. Many schools, in Ireland as is probably no better or worse than
Henry Ford who proclaimed: "His- well as many in England cannot in any comparable society, the fact
tory is bunk".
afford the equipment, books, outings seems to remain that happy marthis
publication
naturally
here
suggested.
To be able toteachers
teach riages are far rarer in Ireland than
WHILE
<-defends
1 ofcin /-I c the
t-Vin right
virrVi + ofr\-P pupils
niivxilf along
o 1 crthe
f Vi olines
Hr\ocsuggested,
c 11 rr rrr* oi-csr-1 toooViovc one would like to think.
and older students to learn history must have shorter hours, money
The constitutional ban on legis(and it contains a wealth of indi- to use in their leisure to follow up lation for divorce, combined with
cations how educators can help their subject on their own, freedom the well established trek of dispeople to do this if they drop the from bureaucratic and other drud- enchanted husbands to Britain,
All-knowing Teacher to dumb geries inflicted in many schools, means that marriages break down
hypnotised learner method), still it pupils not under constant examina- far oftener than they break up.
testifies to wide divergencies of tion and economic pressure, sound The agonising dilemma of young
opinion on why 'history should be health and nerves. How many "have Couples in the matter of familyall these qualifications?
learned.
planning—intensified since the enThese divergencies are the result
cyclical Humanae Vitae put an end
Above
all,
history
teachers
must
in no small part, of the insulation have an abiding, growing conviction to hopes of a relaxation of the ban
of education and educators from
contraoeption for Catholics—has
their subject's importance. Just on
economic reality. With the best will, of
been a major cause of strain.
as
they
must
avoid
being
crude
proand using the best methods, equip- pagandists in the old tradition,
/ iTHER strains, harder to define.
ment and books here admirably discan they hope for lasting
and rooted in the Irish culture,
cussed, none but a few exceptional neither
if they believe like a dis- take a heavy toll of married happiand very lucky history teachers can results
tinguished contributor to this ness. Yet Dorine Rohan's outlook-is
journal, that method only is the optimistic. She found an encouragmost important thing to be learnt ing awareness amongst informed
from studying history or, like an- people of the need for education in
other, "that its aim is a society of the art of creating happiness. Apadults interested in reading his- parently we are not doomed to be
exposition. There is a regrettable tory".
forever a nation of untender sires
ambivalence in the purpose of the
work. In the main the author pro- T)ROPERLY learnt, history gives and unroused matrons. Already instruction is available in the basic
ceeds by a deductive method, trying
individual a realisation of skills
of family organisation, and
to assert a pattern among diverse his the
own
identity
and
that
of
his
facts. At the same time he is not in- country; a clear sense of the in- Irish newspapers and magazines
hibited from offering counsel to the evitability of change, and of the carry enlightened articles on the
and physical health-giving
government, not only on its roads essential
interplay between change spiritual
value of joyful lovemaking. Soon,
programme but also on its general and tradition;
confidence
in
the
the gloom that envelops
cultural outlook.
part the "humblest" plays in this; perhaps,
the concept of matrimony in many
Mr. O'Sullivan lapses now and certainly of the falsehood of the Irish
will dissipate and those
then into the "nothing-but fallacy'' superficial idea recently propounded grim minds
jokes
about ungallant Irish
to which specialists are prone. He by a Dublin professor that "the poor lovers will lose
their sting.
seems convinced that a country's have left no traces in history";
EMER DEANE.
problems begin and end with the understanding that progress for the
gross national product. Thus he re- individual depends on his solidarity
gards attempts to preserve the with all seeking progress in his
nostalgic remnants of Gaeldom in society; and that progress itself Is
the the West as "sentimental basically a matter of developing
(Continued from Page Two)
nationalism" and therefore some- tools and techniques and having
how obstructive to progress. His in- them at the disposal of all; sceptic- evenings at St. Joseph's Hail,
vestigation gains nothing at all by ism of leaders, slogans and dogmas Hickman's Avenue, on Thursday
this digression from factual analy- (none of these have ever been found nights.
sis into sensitive areas involving to be universally infallible); power
important meeting takes place
the nation's consciousness of itself. to reject (in Nehru's words) "the onAnOctober
<»9th, when Mr. Fmi*
illusion
among
all
nations
that
they
MacManus, M.P., i s t o p a y a v M t
FIONNUALA M U R P H Y .
are in some way a chosen race", to Coventry. The hall for the meetcombined with faith in humanity ing
not yet been booked at lifeand his own nation's ability to con- time has
of writing, but will
tribute
to
its
future,
as
it
has
to
its
IRELAND'S BCAIITY
be the Lanohester Hall. Thee*
past.
terested should keep careful
"Ireland
in Colour".
Introduction
for local announcement*, and
In
short,
history
well
learnt
must
and commentaries
by
Harold
be an advert in the
lead to a clearer vision. Truth, as a will
Clarke (B. T. Batsford,
30/-).
"Democrat"
famous socialist wrote, is of its own ber 23rd. which appears on •cto'THIS
book will delight
those
essence revolutionary.
There is
definition in

of

The truth is revolutionary

N

"Teaching
torical
issue).

History"
(The
Association,
6/6

Hisper

J^HE Historical Association
(British) has done a good
job initiating this journal. We
could do with a similar one for
Ireland.

!r

It is significant that the journal
contains frequent references to the
persistent drive to eliminate history as an ordinary educational
subject. In a world where it is
more and more urgent for societies
and individuals to be clearly aware
of their own identities and where
the work of historians has tended
more and more conclusively to demonstrate the class nature of postprimitive societies, and the falsehoods underlying the average politicians' versions of history in most
cases (including Ireland), it is very
obviously in the interest of the
great monopoly economic groups
that control of the destinies of "The

Road and rail in Ireland

"Transport Networks and the
Irish Economy", by Patrick
O'Sullivan
(Weidenfeld
&
EAVANN CONOR.
Nicholson,
21/-).
' r H I S study, promoted by the
London School of Economics,
based chiefly on official statisWRITER'S GUIDE and
tics, supports in general the
"An Irish Publisher and His accepted view that economic decan proceed only—but
World" by John M. Feehan velopment
not necessarily— peri passu with
(Mercier Press, 10/-).
improved communications.
^HIS is a worthwhile purchase
There are interesting references
for anyone interested in writing,
simply written and practical. The to the historical connections beauthor knows his subject well, hav- tween political power and roadbuilding worked at the business of pub- ing.
Gritty prose and a mandarin
lishing, as founder of the Mercier
vocabulary frequently obscure the
Press, for the past 25 years.
The successful publisher has to
combine the qualifications of a
SPARKLING WRITER
talent scout, a gambler and a "A Herd of Deer," by Eilis
business man. Apparently there are
Dillon (Faber & Faber, 20/-).
no easy pickings for the Irish publisher today, because of the brain ^ y H A T a sparkling writor
drain of literary talent away from
Dillon is. To pick up
the country. So often, as the author a newEillsbook
of her's is to be
points out, he has discovered a
writer of great promise, and pub- lost again in admiration for hor
lished his work, even at a loss, in vitality of wrUing and her huthe hope that one day the writer mour.
will produce a masterpiece. And he
Peter, the boy, is sent by his
may indeed produce that master- mother
to spend the summer on
piece, but there is nothing to stop
him taking it to another publisher, hit uncle's farm in Leltrim. He
who is able to dazzle him with dialikes his unole and walks inbetter terms.
stead to Cahway, where he gets
with Miehael Joyce, a
Mr. Feenan gives good advice to involved
man
recently
returned from
the would-be author. "Talk your
proposed book over with a publisher, Argentina.
Mn Joyce has antagonised his
before you put a pen to paper." By
doing so he says that years of fruit- neishbonrs by purchasing 700
less work and disappointment may aoret of land and stocking it
be saved.
with, a herd of deer. The local
All In all a fascinating little book, people are appalled by the
and excellent value at 10/-.
waste of land on "these fanoy
JOAN 80MERS.
(Oont. on Page Eight, Col. One)
r

MacManus visit

who have the good
fortune
to move abroad
in Ireland
and
consoie
those
who have
not.
Many
of the photographs
are
from the archives
of Bord
Fdilte
and
the
N.I.
Tourist
Board,
judiciously
selected
to
show
forth
the endless
variety
of
landscape,
seascape,
and
neolithic
med(«val church
and

townscape,
Norman castie
mound,
(Cont. on Page Eight, Col. One)
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PETITION LAUNCHED IN WELSH
DEISEB

DISPATCH RIDER
FOR THE REBELS
"The White
Cockade",
ander Cordell
Press,
16/-).

by

O BLAID DEDDF ER CAN I ATA U HAWLIAU GWERINOL
YNG NGOGLEDD IWERDDON

Alex-

(Brockhampton

Important
conference
in Cardiff

G U I S T I C history is being
LI Nmade
by the Connolly Associa-

"THE impending Irish Rebellion
tion in South Wales* The petition
of 1798 is the setting of the
for a BUI of Rights for Northern
Yr
ydym
ni
sydd
a'n
henwau
isod,
ac
sydd
yn
drigiannol
ym
Mhrydain
Fawr
a
thros
ddeunaw
Ireland has been translated into
latest novel by that very fine
mlwydd oed, yn erfyn ar Brif Weinidog Prydain Fawr i gyflwyno i'r Sennedd yn San Steffan
Welsh, and will be presented for
historical novelist, Alexander
fesur er sicrhau hawliau gwerinol i Ogledd Iwerddon a fydd yn cywiro Deddf Uywodraeth Iwerddon
signature throughout the country.
Cordell, whose "Rape of the
( 1 9 2 0 ) yn y fath fodd ag i gynnwys yng nghyfansoddiad Gogledd Iwerddon safon rhyddid gwerinol
This is believed to be the first
Fair Country" was one of the
cyfuwch a'r safon sydd bodoli eisoes yn y gweddill o'r Deyrnas Cyfunol, ac felly trwy sicrhau gwir
time that an all-Britain petition has
best novels of the sixties.
been issued in any language other
ddemocratiaeth yn ei gwneud yn bosibl i drigolion Gogledd Iwerddon fynd rhagddynt i ryddid
Leaving the Welsh scene in the
than English. It is regarded as an
turbulent days of the Industrial
didrais.
important step in the recognition of
Revolution, Mr. Cordell turns to
the Welsh language which about
Ireland, and tells a story for
one-third of the people of Wales
children age group 11-14 of how
use regularly in their dally affairs.
Sean Regan, at 17, is bidden by bis
The translation has been effected
dying father to take a letter to Lord
by Mr. J. Roose Williams, a member
Edward Fitzgerald in Dublin.
of the Llberpoof branch of the ConThis letter is from the French
nolly Association, who shortly takes
directory and is vital to the success
up a university poet In his native
of the impending rebellion and
Bangor. Mr. Roose Williams has
young Sean, riding his big mare
close connections with Ireland. His
"Mia" meets every imaginable opmother was a Dun Laoghalre
position in a race .against time from
woman, and he has for many years
Conference hears of Six-County craziness
Fishguard to Wexford, Enniscorthy,
"commuted" across the channel.
through Co. Wicklpw to Dublin.
The story is full of action and T H E R E was incredulous laughter followed by indignant by them who did they expect to do He is currently working on the
it? The trade union movement had official biography of the famous
brings in many famous names of
comment w h e n t h e audience a t a Bloomsbury H a l l realised
a democratic machinery, but it Welsh poet T. E. Nicholas, whloh Is
the day.
. E d w i n a S t e w a r t , Secretary of the N o r t h e r n Ireland C i v i l
being written in Welsh.
must be made use of.
T the end of the book there is tRhi agth tMs r sAssociation,
was not j o k i n g but actually meant w h a t she
Delegates took away large numan outline of the lives of the w a s saying;
The petition will be launched at a
bers of petition forms.
heroes and traitors. However, the
conference
In Cardiff that is being
Winding up the conference, the
Speaking of the wave of arrests A.U.B.T.W., the A.E.F. (London
summary of Wolfe Tone repeats
under the auspices of the
emphatically the contention that and detentions in the six counties, North), AJEJF. (Dagenham Foun- chairman (Mr. Desmond Greaves) called
Democrat".
Wolfe Tone took his own life. Cer- she expained that one young Catho- dry Section), the A.S.W. (branches), said that the keynote had been "Irish
Chairman
of the > conference will
tain historians have taken the lic had been arrested for "crossing the Constructional Engineering sobriety. It was being realised that be miners' leader
Dal Francis (actwords of the then Dublin Sheriff as himself provocatively" in front of a Union, the National Union of as long as the British Government ing in his personal
eapaoity) and
Tailors and Garment Workers, the claimed jurisdiction in the six
gospel truth, but Anyone who has policeman.
opening statement will be made
read Tone's own writings and This Is, of course, not new in Ire- National Union of Railwaymen counties the British working class the
the Editor of the "Irish Demoknows the lore he had for life land, Sixty years ago a boy got jail (branches), the Tobacco Workers' had an interest in what that Gov- by
crat".
would be suspicious particularly for locking at a policeman "in a Union (Northolt Branch), the ernment was doing.
Among the personalities prominWhen the death sentence by court- humbugging sort of way". We have Transport and General Workers' irpHE British working class must
ent In Welsh life and affairs who
martial was found by Lord Kil- not progressed much though, pre- Union (Northolt Branch), Sunleys
exercise
its
influence
on
this
kindly cemented to sponsor
warden, to be illegal Lord Kllwara oat may look at a king Site Shop Stewards, the South question as it was doing on others. have
the
conference
are Dr. 4. Gwyn
Wales
Connolly
Association,
the
den ordered the execution to be
there is a king left to be
had taken years of work to get Griffiths, of University
College,
Comunist Party (National and Lon- It
suspended. When the military re- looked at.
rid
of
the
Trades
Disputes
Act,
but
Gareth
Miles,
Mr.
Swansea,
Mr.
the
Young
Communist
don),
and
fused to carry out his order, he
Mrs. Stewart was explaining the
it was got rid of. For years there Alexander Cordell, Mr. Bert Pearoe,
ipfned a warrant for their arrest. evil caused by the retention of the League (South Essex).
was campaigning for equal pay for Mr. Dai Francis.
Later the Sheriff returned with the Special Powers Act on the Statute
and that was gradually
The
conference
discussed
the
takIn organising the event
sews that Tone hirt/.cttt his own Book of the six counties, which ing up of the petition for a Bill of women,
coming close, though it was not yet In initiative
Wales Is being taken by
meant that people could be held 48 Rights on the floors of factories and won. Histrionics and theatrical ges- Mr.8duth
Jenkins, and BundoranToday in Inland while thoe* who hours for nothing.
on building sites. There was critic- tures would get budding politicians bom Wayne
UMds
DafMb
sister Ellis
During
recent
ructions,
Mr.
Kevin
seek to create sectarian strife are
ism of the fact that there had not into the newspapers, but hard, sober MaoLeotf Is aothrearhcee
In the Associahaving a Add day, perhaps this McCorry, NJ.C.R.A. organiser, just been a resolution on the agenda of work that people were prepared to tion
in Monmouthshire.
book will introduce young readers disappeared. When he reappeared the T.U.C. on the Irish question.
carry on for years, was the only
Among
the activists Is Brian Wilto those revolutionary days before It was discovered that he had been
way to solve this problem. He was
a rsosnt arrival from Sootthe Act of Union and arounse an arretted under the Special Powers T T was also pointed out that sorry he could not forecast an easy kinson,
land, who joined the Association
internet in the United Irishmen and Act and then let out without a word
Irishmen should raise the ques- and immediate victory for civil about
18 years ago while working in
of explanation or apology.
TMtaald Wolfe Time.
tion of resolutions to their own rights, but he assumed that those Leicester,
a long period
— The book Is well printed and has
trade union conferences in their present knew the score on that a memberandofwastheforPerth
Trades
explained that own
an outline map of Leinster and the MRS.theSTEWART
account
as
well
as
he
did,
and
were
branches.
If
this
was
not
done
Council,
and
later
In
Glasgow.
Civil Rights Movement
journey of young Sean Regan.
prepared to go on as long as was
made solid inroads. Unionism
The decision to hold the conferC. CUMHIMBNAM. had
necessary.
would never be the monolithic
ence
was-taken at a meeting at
A collection of £16 was taken up, Newport,
structure
it
had
been
before.
There
Mi SepIRELAND'S BEAUTY
Miners' leader and a number of donations were tember 1st,Monmouthshire,
was an "ombudsman" who had a
whloh was oalled by Mr.
received before and after the con- Wilkinson and addressed by Desvalue if a limited one. There was
(CMttiBMi from Pace Seven)
on Ireland
ference.
mond Greaves.
Celtic monastery from Dunluce the promise of a central housing
authority, but it was not yet with
Speaking
at meetings
organto Brandon Peak, and from us.
ised by the Co. Durham
ConGlenSalough to Knockarea.
Local Unionists would lose their nolly Association, Mr. Lawrence
IRISH DEMOCRAT B O O K CENTRE
The commentaries
have the power
and were try- Daly, General Secretary of the
merit of brevity, an important ing to ofkeeppatronage
The Writing
of James
Connolly
There was the proUnion of
Mineworkers,
one for busy
holidaymakers. mise of one it.
man one vote, but the National
Labour in Irish History, 3/6d.
said
that
every
trade
unionist
The introductory essay is a fine people of Derry were still under a
The Ra-Conquast of Ireland, 2/6d.
piece of condensation,
giving commission and had no vote at all. should support the petition for
Labour, Nationality and Religion, 2/6d.
the outline of Irish history in The B-men had gone, and so far a Bill of Rights to guarantee
paragraphs few enough to be efforts to re-arm the R.U.C. had not democracy in the six counties,
Revolutionary Warfare, 1/Sd.
and thus open the way to proread within the flying-time from been successful.
Erin's Hope—the end and the means,
She stressed the importance of gress towards a united indepenLondon to Dublin.
C.D.
and The New Evangel, 2/keeping up the struggle for the im- dent socialist
republic.
SPARKLING WRITER
plementation of the reforms alNOW IN HARD COVER 21/- EACH
The meeting, held at
Chesterready promised.
(Continue* from Page Seven)
TheWorkore' Republic.
September
She explained that the policy of le-Street, on Friday,
•restores" instead of
roaring
Labour and Eaater Week, 1916.
the N.LCJRA. was for a BUI of 18th, attracted over sixty people
Rights
to
be
passed
at
Westminster.
desite a bus strike.
That
at
Socialism
and Nationalism.
pip that a porson could have Bhe deplored the tendency on the Sunderland the following day
Labour
In
Ireland.
a kit of reeport for.
part of some sections to talk of was sponsored by the Trades
Some of the door have boon direct
New additions to Stock
rule from Westminster, which
and held at the
Cathostolon, and Mr. (foyt* Wroi nobody in the six counties wanted, Council
Where Mountainy Men Have Sown, war and
lic Club
with
Mr.
McHarry,
Peter to discover where they and which would not necessarily chairman of the Trades Council
peace In rebel Cork in the turbulent years
are. There follows an exoitlng give the civil rights that they did presiding. The other speaker
of 1916-21, 3/6d.
" story which includes a shark want.
from the floor whether she at the meetings was Mr. Deshunting
expedition, during Asked the
The Path to Freedom by Michael Colline.«/-.
lmmedlte withdrawal of mond Greaves, Editor of the
which Peter, almost accident- desired
Lenin on Ireland, 2/-.
Democrat."
troops, she said that from "Irish
ally, harpoons a shark and be- British
The
Republic of Ireland by D. R. O'Connor
her
personal
knowledge
of
the
situacomes a local hero.
is stepping
up
Irish activity
tion in the six counties, such a step
Lysaght, 21/-.
The story Is told by Peter and would be followed by a sectarian on the North-East Coast, largely
The Great O'Neill by Sean O'Faolain, 16/-.
illustrated by Richard Kennedy, holocaust. She saw the removal of as a result of the work of
with those shadowy drawings troops as a step by step process Michael Crowe. An Irish folk
Jjm Larkln, lri»h Labour Leader by R. M. Fox.
that are so right—with Jw* going parallel with the democratism concert was arranged on SaturHardback reduced from 26/- to 7/6d.
enough outline to allow the' tion of six county life and the de- day, September I9th in the minThe
Fenian Chief—a biography of James
fusing
of
the
explosive
situation.
young reader scope for his
meeting was a Conference of ing village of Pelton Fell.
Stephens, by Desmond Ryan, H/b, £2 6s.
Imagination to (ill in the detail. irr<HE
Trade Unionists called by the
JOAN 8QMERS
A campaign
to secure
signaIreland—yeetevday and tomorrow, by Bulmer
"Irish Democrat" in association with tures
to the petition
for a Bill
Hobson, H/b, £1 lOe.
Printed by Ripley Printers Ltd., the Connolly Association. About 50
(T.XJ.), Nottingham Road, Ripley, delegates were present, many of of Rights was launched in
John O1 Leery—a study In Irish separatism by
Derbyshire, and published by them English. Among those present Chesterfield at a meeting held
Marcue Bourke, H/b, £2 2a.
Connolly Publications Ltd., at were delegates of five Trades Coun- in the market hall, addressed by
Come along and see. the largest selection of Irish books in
283 Grays Inn Road, London, cils, the Movement for Colonial Mr. Desmond Greaves and atBritain;
send 4d. stamp for new
catalogue.
W.C.I.
Freedom, N.I.C.RA. (Oxford), the tended by about forty people.

HE CROSSED HIMSELF I N A
PROVOCATIVE WAY "-GOT JAIL
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